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Abstract. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) simulates human way of solving problems as
it solves a new problem using a successful past experience applied to a similar problem.
In this paper we describe a CBR system that performs forecasts for cash flow accounts.
Forecasting cash flows to a certain degree of accuracy, is an important aspect of a
Working Capital decision support system. Working Capital (WC) management decisions
reflect a choice among different options on how to arrange the cash flow. The decision
establishes an actual event in the cash flow and that means that one needs to envision the
consequences of such a decision. Hence, forecasting cash flows accurately can minimize
losses caused by usually unpredictable events. Cash flows are usually forecasted by a
combination of different techniques enhanced by human experts’ feelings about the
future, which are grounded in past experience. That is what makes the use of the CBR
paradigm the proper choice. Advantages of a CBR system over other Artificial
Intelligence techniques are associated to knowledge acquisition, knowledge
representation, reuse, updating and justification. An important step in developing a CBR
system is the retrieval of similar cases. The proposed system makes use of fuzzy integrals
to calculate the synthetic evaluations of similarities between cases instead of the usual
weighted mean.
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Introduction
Case-Based Reasoning systems use successful past experiences to
solve similar problems simulating human approach. Although CBR
systems differ from one another, the basic procedure starts with a
retrieval method that searches for similar cases in comparison to an input
problem. This method must retrieve the case most similar to the input
problem resulting the best match. An adaptation phase checks whether
the solution of the best match can be readily used to solve the input
problem. When the input problem is solved, the adapted solution can be
added to the memory of cases.
The nature of the cases and their retrieval methods may vary.
Section 4 describes Fuzzy Set Theory and how its mechanisms are used
to improve the evaluation of similarities on retrieval. The present system
uses a fuzzy retrieval and it aims to forecast accounts in cash flows.
The Case-Based Reasoner is implemented under an Intelligent
Hybrid System (IHS) in a unit called Case-Based Forecasting Unit
(CBFU). Before detailing the unit, let us briefly describe its environment
(Weber-Lee et al. 1995). The IHS consists of units performing different
functions. The project of IHS is object-oriented although some units are
still in prototype phase and their modeling into the object-oriented
paradigm is being studied. Some of the units of the Intelligent Hybrid
System are:  Firm, the unit that embodies every function of the company;
Case-Based Forecasting Unit, the CBFU is discussed below separately;
Database, it keeps the operations and feeds CBFU with all actual values;
Interface, there is the interface to input operations and the interface of
decision support;  Expert System, the expert system unit is the one that
manages the IHS’s interface and asks cash flow forecasts for CBFU. The
Expert System1 (ES) designed for IHS manages the interface with the
user and its knowledge representation is also object-oriented.
Hence, the CBFU is a CBR application that forecasts cash flows
in the IHS that is the Working Capital decision support system. This
paper proposes a fuzzy retrieval to improve the CBR application. Next
section presents the importance of cash flow forecasting and how it is
linked to the WC management. Then, the following section shows the
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 See Expert Systems: Principles and Programming, (Giarratano, 1994).
advantages on the use of CBR as the forecasting technique. Section 3
describes the CBFU unit and its components. Lastly, section 4 presents
the fuzzy retrieval, how it is implemented and the meaning of some of the
Fuzzy Set Theory concepts applied.
Problem Description
Financial Management embodies a great number of issues that
have to be resolved in order to maintain business activity. Monitoring the
performance of an ongoing business embodies some important points
such as funds financing (Van Horne, Dipchand and Hanrahan 1985), a
budget and the distribution of the funds. Daily liquidity must be ensured
to avoid surprise costs. This is implemented by monitoring the funds that
remain in current assets and liabilities. This monitoring is managing
working capital. Working Capital management decisions reflect a choice
among different options on how to arrange the cash flow. The decision
establishes an actual event in the cash flow and that means that one needs
to envision the consequences of such a decision. Some decisions may
cause losses or insolvency. Others simply help make more money than
others. Forecasting accurate cash flows can avoid losses caused by
usually unpredictable events. Better management is attained when one
estimates the consequences of an action more precisely. The best cash
flow forecasting is the only way to achieve this.
Different techniques have been proposed to forecast cash flows
(Wilson 1990;  Lo 1993, Whalen and Schott 1985) indicating its
importance, although there are researchers that do not believe this task is
possible (Singer 1994). Some of the techniques available are:  regression
analysis, historical trend smoothing, causal models, time series models,
what-if models, goal seeking models, Monte Carlo models, constrained
forecasting, etc. Cortes-Rello and Golshani (1990) presented a technique
based on the Dempster-Shafer method. Neural Networks have also been
used, (see for instance, Caporaletti et al. 1994 and Chiu and Scott 1994).
Finally, descriptions of the use of expert systems, alone or combined with
other techniques, in forecasting are given in (Lo 1993, Whalen 1985,
Newquist 1990 and Shahabuddin 1990). Consequently, cash flow
forecasting will always be an important subject due to the difference that
it can make in financial performance of any business.
The use of human experts plays an important role in cash flow
forecasting (D’Attilio, 1992, Randolph 1988, Jain and Chen 1992);
mainly in terms of enhancing mathematical models and aggregating
human feelings about the future. All human feelings about the future are
grounded in past experience. The task of forecasting cash flows when
performed by a human being works adequately under similar and
sequential contexts. The expert aggregates information as a possible
recession and becomes subjectively pessimistic. After a while, the expert
cannot remember if the pessimistic approach used, for instance, 5 years
ago, actually turned out to be effective, and if so, how effective. The CBR
approach overcomes this shortcoming.
Time series methods have been of great help in different types of
applications. The philosophy under time series methods is to model the
actual numbers in  functions and the forecast will be a point of a modeled
function. This means that for this forecast to work, whatever it is that you
are forecasting needs to have a consistent performance. Although, that is
not always true in real life.
The uncertainty implied in real life is not an easy thing to be
modeled. Both CBR and Neural Networks based systems have an implicit
way of dealing with real life uncertainty. Neural Networks’ strong
limitation is being too implicit;  they neither have a justification device
nor can their solutions be adapted.
Another alternative to CBR is the Expert System (rule-based).
Actually expert systems work better in choosing a forecast technique than
being used as one;  (Lo 1993 and Whalen 1985) due to problems in
knowledge acquisition and representation. Even if you could elicit all the
knowledge necessary, the representation of this knowledge would
generate too many rules and modeling all its interactions would be
infeasible (Stottler 1994).
Using CBR as a forecast technique is simple. Suppose you have a
series of observed data that occurred in the past, and you realize this same
series is happening again, or a very similar one, you simply use the actual
observation that followed your past series in order to forecast the new
one.
Case-Based Reasoning is the technique that provides more
advantages in compliance with our needs. Next section discusses some
reasons for using CBR.
Why Case-Based Reasoning?
Several drawbacks from alternatives to CBR have been discussed
in previous section. Although CBR paradigm has its own limitations, it
also has many advantages, which are discussed below.
Scientific research on CBR addresses issues in memory, planning
and problem solving (Slade 1991) and describes CBR as paralleling the
way humans solve problems. That is exactly what case-based reasoning
systems do -- whether implemented for diagnosis, machine learning or
forecasting. A consequence of paralleling human beings is that CBR
systems are also able to create human justifications;  which are the past
experiences. These experiences warn about possible problems based on
what has happened in the past. These justifications are always reasonable
and consistent to the problem.
With regard to expert knowledge, CBR systems are able to deal
with incomplete and imprecise data and provide advantages on eliciting,
representing, reusing and updating. Eliciting human expertise is a
difficult necessity to achieve. CBR systems bypass such need as cases are
automatically input by its features. Knowledge is updated as the system is
used by aggregating each new problem into the system library of cases
after an adaptation phase. As a consequence of this updating, CBR
systems can improve to more robust and efficient systems with use.
According to Stottler (1994), there is still another advantage
associated to a consciousness that CBR systems have about their
limitations. If no proper case can be retrieved, the system is not able to
generate a solution. Then, the system will not try a solution and thereby
avoid problems that may be caused by systems under different paradigms.
Kolodner (1993) notes some other extremely important
advantages. One is that CBR systems return solutions quickly unlike
other methods that have to derive solutions from scratch. Another, is that
solutions proposed do not need to be fully understood by the system. One
does not have to input cases representing complete knowledge of a
subject to enable the reasoner to provide a good solution. Also, CBR
systems are able to evaluate solutions when no algorithmic method is
available.
In the forecasting application, there is a strong motive to choose
CBR paradigm and it is because it fits perfectly. Forecasting is not only
by definition but by all its means, a task that uses experience to be solved.
Most forecasting techniques are based on time series in an effort to model
the past to infer the future. However, conditions in future may have
changed. Sometimes the connection between past and future is not easily
recognizable and only another similar event can represent such
knowledge. That is exactly what the proposed system does.
For the reasons presented above, the advantages of using the CBR
technique and the nature of cash flow forecasting, we chose to build the
Case-Based Forecasting Unit according to description in next section.
Case-Based Forecasting Unit
The development steps in building a CBR system are described
within the five main CBR problem areas:  knowledge representation,
retrieval methods, revise methods, retain methods and reuse methods.
According to Aamodt and Plaza (1994), “A set of coherent solutions to
these problems constitutes a CBR method.”
Knowledge Representation
In a case-based system knowledge is represented through a case
memory -- the set of cases that embodies the proposed application. The
representation problem is about deciding what to store in a case, so the
construction of this memory starts with the definition of the features of
the cases.
The cases of the present application are all cash flow accounts.
Descriptive features include account name and other relevant features
that provide a proper retrieval. One type of feature is the density feature,
where the densities of each month reflect the seasonality factors. Some
descriptive features are shown in Table 1.
Cases are hierarchically organized in an attempt to model all units
under the same paradigm as the IHS, the object-oriented paradigm.
Adapting case representation to the paradigm keeps some of the features
of Schank’s MOPs (Memory Organization Packages, Riesbeck and
Schank 1989). MOP-based memory techniques use AI notions as
abstraction and inheritance shared by the object-oriented paradigm.
Table 1. Descriptive features.
AccountNa
me
cash sales adm.   expenses suppliers
Year 1993 1993 1994
JanDensity 1.12 2.2 1.22
FebDensity 1 1.8 0.73
MarDensity 1.26 1 1.25
AprDensity 1.71 1.3 1.32
MayDensity 2.12 1.3 1
JunDensity 1.44 1 1.09
JulDensity 1.29 1 1.42
AugDensity 1.89 1.8 1.43
SepDensity 1.21 1.9 1.45
OctDensity 1.59 2.0 1.45
NovDensity 2.22 2.1 1.48
DecDensity 2.48 2.2 1.04
The two main bottlenecks on implementing MOPs under the
object-oriented paradigm were avoided here due to the learning approach
used as well as the extremely simple case library involved that did not
demand the use of many different links.
The object-oriented analysis consists of one main subject2:  cash
flow accounts. The subject is presented in a classification structure
consisting of two main abstract classes:  income and expenses. All
features are represented as attributes that assign values to the objects.
According to Schank’s terminology, every account is an instance and the
classes that indicate the nature of the account are abstractions. There are
no events or objects.
The most important descriptive feature of the example cases is the
type of the account as one cannot forecast salaries based on investment
information. Although it is possible to forecast one account using a
different account. This is only possible when both accounts are related to
sales at the same degree and the degree is high. Fixed costs as rental or an
interest payment may have the same degree of relation to sales and this
degree is very low to both. Hence, there is no way of using one
information to help the other. Sales are a good point of reference because
it controls the business activity.
The importance of the features bears on its use when retrieving
similar cases. Retrieval methods represent ways of accomplishing this
task.
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 For definition of subject concept as well as other definitions within object-oriented paradigm
refer to (Coad and Yourdon, 1990, Demster and Ireland, 1991, and Montenegro and Pacheco,
1994).
Retrieval Methods
Retrieval is implemented here in one set of tasks that receives the
input problem and returns the best match.
The retrieval starts with a search that goes directly to the level at
the hierarchic structure where the input problem account is. A matching
function returns results showing how library cases are similar to the input
case in terms of its seasonalities. A measure of seasonality similarity is
obtained in order to ensure that there are cases sufficiently similar to the
input case. This similarity is observed according to the case past
behavior, described through its density features, which are seasonality
factors. This measure is a score that ranges in the interval [0,1]. A very
low score reveals a change in the account behavior and it may cause the
system to not retrieve any case.
When an account has changed its performance to an extent that
past cases of the same account do not reflect a similar behavior then it is
time to consider something else. Experts seek for another account that
could provide a fair forecast, otherwise the system is unable to retrieve
any case. In the search function presented here, the second search for
cases is verifying the feature ProportionToSales. This feature reflects the
ratio of an account to sales volume. This information itself does not add
much although it can help a lot if used in combination with another
feature:  the degree of association of every account associated to Sales.
This is an expert knowledge that asserts the associations as illustrated in
Table 2. No matter how high the ratio is, the important point is the degree
of association because it expresses how the behavior of an account
depends upon sales volume.
If the input problem account belongs to a class labeled by a
medium or high degree of association to sales, the system performs a
second search through the whole library seeking for accounts with the
same fuzzy label. Otherwise, search ends and the function reaches a
conclusion using a synthetic evaluation. The implementation of these two
phases aims to reduce the time of the search as the second phase is not
necessarily applied.
The results of the search throughout memory consist of another
group of prospective cases. Cases sharing same account and fuzzy labels
are then gathered and undergo a fuzzy synthetic evaluation. The results of
the synthetic evaluation are sorted and the best match is chosen. Section 4
presents how this fuzzy synthetic evaluation is used in the fuzzy retrieval
as well as some basic concepts of Fuzzy Set Theory, fuzzy measures and
fuzzy integrals.
Table 2. Examples of accounts and their associations with sales volume.
Account Degree of
association
Fuzzy label ProportionToSal
es
adm. expenses 0.02 Low 0.19
marketing costs 0.78 High 0.12
nonoperating
income
0.00 Low 0.42
sales income 1.00 High 1.00
Reuse Methods
Using the best match returned by the retrieval function requires an
adaptation phase when differences from the input problem have to be
considered. If the best match comes from a case of the same account the
solution features are used. Solution features include a whole year of
actual amounts occurred and the densities. If the account is not the same,
the solution is calculated using feature ProportionToSales.
Revise Methods
Revise phase is when the solution is evaluated. According to
(Aamodt and Plaza 1994), it is an opportunity to learn from failures. The
revise  phase is implemented in present example in conjunction with
updating as long as the actual forecasts are known by the system when
they occur.
Retain Methods
The learning capability of CBR system is presented here through
an automatic updating implemented by a function that links the Database
to the CBFU. This device updates the cases by informing actual values.
Fuzzy Retrieval
This paper proposes the use of a fuzzy retrieval. This means we
use Fuzzy Set Theory3 concepts in the retrieval function. As explained in
Retrieval Methods the function retrieves a prospective number of cases
that have to be evaluated in order to select the best match. This
evaluation is a numerical function that assigns numbers for all the cases
evaluated. Synthetic evaluations can be calculated through different
formulas. CBR literature offers some algorithms like the nearest neighbor
and the use of the weighted mean. We propose the use of the Fuzzy
Measure Theory to perform this synthetic evaluation. Fuzzy integrals are
used in Fuzzy Measure Theory. This is a generalization of the Classical
Measure Theory that replaces the additivity axiom with weaker axioms of
monotonicity and continuity.
Facing the multicriteria problem of the retrieval function, the
synthetic evaluation obtained through the weighted mean fails due to its
additivity nature. The classical weighted mean is based on the assumption
that the effects of quality factors are additive:  although, in real life they
are interactive. The use of a synthetic evaluation, calculated through
fuzzy integrals, is better because the results obtained have considered all
the features, and nothing has been overlooked. This process also
considers the interactiveness of all the factors.
Let us see an example to demonstrate how the fuzzy approach
excels the weighted mean. Suppose the input case is a cash sales account.
Two different searches are performed:  one among class cash sales and
another through the whole hierarchy seeking for cases with fuzzy labels
High and Medium. We evaluate the set of prospective cases using the
weighted mean and the fuzzy measure approach.
For both evaluations we consider that from an object that we need
to evaluate let X={x1, x2,..., xn} be the finite set of quality factors of this
object and X is called a factor space. Let ƒ(x1),ƒ(x2),...,ƒ(xn) be the scores.
Let function ƒ be a measurable function defined on (X,ζ(X)), such that
ƒ(xi)∈[0,1] for each xi ∈X.
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 About Fuzzy Set Theory refer to (Kaufmann, 1975, Zadeh, 1975, and Wang, 1992). For an
application in CBR see (Baldwin, 1993).
There are three quality factors:  seasonality similarity, denoted by
S, with possible values (scores) xi∈[0,1]; account name, N, x = 1 when
input and the case being examined accounts are the same and  x = 0 when
the accounts are not the same;  and association to sales, A, x = 1 to same
or x = 0 to other.
The scores, ƒ(x1),ƒ(x2),...,ƒ(xn), are:  ƒ(S)=0.612, coming from a
formula that evaluates the variability among the seasonality factors;
ƒ(N)=1.0, because the account name is the same;  and  ƒ(A)=0.0, because
the association to sales is not the same.
Now let us assume that each subset E of the factor space X is
associated by a real number, µ (E) between 0 and 1 that indicates the
importance of E. The measure for the quality factors (weights) are
elicited from experts and they are: µ({S})=0.4, µ({N})=0.8, and
µ({A})=0.6. The weighted mean formula equals to an evaluation of .58.
Within the fuzzy measure approach, we consider that the empty
set ∅ has the minimum importance 0 and the whole factor space X has
the maximum importance 1. The set function µ must satisfy:  (1) µ(∅) =
0 and µ(X) = 1;  and (2) If E⊂F⊂X, then µ(E)≤µ(F). µ is a fuzzy measure
called an importance measure on X. E represents the use of fuzzy integral
(ƒdµ) of the scores ƒ(xi) with respect to the importance measure µ to
obtain a synthetic evaluation of the quality of the given object:  E=ƒdµ.
Hence, X={S,N,A}. The set function µ is the importance measure:
µ({S})=0.4, µ({N})=0.8, and µ({A})=0.6, µ({X})=1, µ({S,A})=0.8,
µ({S,N})=0.9, µ({N,A})=0.0 and µ(∅)=0.0. The non additiveness of this
importance measure can be characterized by: µ({S,N})≠µ({S})+µ({ N}).
The scores of the quality factors are:  ƒ(S)=0.612, ƒ(N)=1.0, ƒ(A)=0.0.
The synthetic evaluation E follows:
        E = ƒdµ = [ ]i
n
i if x F
=
∨ ∧
1
  ( ) ( )µ , { }F x x xi i i n= +, ,...,1
 = [0∧µ(F0.0)] ∨ [0.612∧µ(F0.612)] ∨ [1∧µ(F1.0)]
= [0∧µ(X)] ∨ [0.612∧µ(S,N)] ∨ [1∧µ(N)]
= [0∧µ(X)] ∨ [0.612∧0.9] ∨ [1∧0.8]
= [0 ∧ 1] ∨ [0.612] ∨ [0.8]
= 0.8.
The result from the fuzzy integral came to a much larger number
than the one resulted from the weighted mean. The feature's
interactiveness bring the result much closer to a real life application.
Note that importance measures attributed to quality factors are
still being tested to confirm their efficiency. This example is prototypical,
synthetic operations in final implementation consider other quality factors
as similarity features.
Conclusions
The research on CBR paradigm reveals a great concern for
increasing the complexity of cases and even avoiding the use of simple
cases. Therefore, simple cases including just a list of features as the ones
presented here are the base of an extremely important field of
applications where research has to be encouraged. Above all, solving
problems must be properly achieved. Forecasting with a CBR system
represents a new approach to deal with forecasts as it does not try to
predict assuming a continuity of behavior, but simply the possible
repetition of patterns. The use of the fuzzy integral to obtain synthetic
evaluations must be chosen over to the weighted mean because it
considers the interactiveness of the features that represent similarity. This
results in a proper modeling of the human approach and above all this
approach measures scores appropriately. The use of the weighted mean is
usually chosen for being widely used in the literature although it is not
able to emulate human reasoning. Hence, when modeling fuzzy
reasonings and trying to aggregate knowledge like humans, the synthetic
evaluation calculated through fuzzy integrals seems to be the best choice.
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